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(54) LAUNDRY APPLIANCE WITH IMPROVED DRAWER

(57) A laundry appliance (100) is provided. The laun-
dry appliance comprises a cabinet (105) accommodating
a laundry treatment chamber and a storage drawer (115)
comprising at least one compartment (320(1), 320(2))
adapted to contain multiple doses of a respective laundry
treatment agent for performing multiple washing cycles.
The laundry appliance further comprises a drawer seat

(120) provided in the cabinet for slidingly housing the
storage drawer through a guide system (410, 420). The
guide system is adapted to guide the sliding of the storage
drawer with respect to the drawer seat along a sliding
direction (S) which is slanted with respect to a resting
surface on which the laundry appliance is resting during
operation.
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Description

Background of the present invention

Field of the present invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to the
field of laundry treatment appliances (hereinafter, con-
cisely, "laundry appliances"), and particularly to laundry
appliances for treating, e.g. washing, items (such as lin-
en, clothes, garments, shoes, and the like), such as laun-
dry washing machines and combined laundry washing
and drying machines. More particularly, the present in-
vention relates to a laundry appliance having an im-
proved drawer.

Overview of the related art

[0002] As it is well known, laundry appliances comprise
a laundry treatment chamber wherein items to be treated
(e.g., washed, rinsed and additionally dried) are placed
to be subjected to various laundry treatment operations.
[0003] Making reference to a laundry washing machine
(but similar considerations also apply to combined laun-
dry washing and drying machines), such laundry treat-
ment operations involve the use of detergent substances,
in powder and/or in liquid form, and of possible additional
substances, such as for example softening agents, and
rinsing agents, which will be defined in the present de-
scription as a whole as "laundry treatment agents".
[0004] During some phases of laundry treatment op-
erations, amounts of such laundry treatment agents
should be delivered into the laundry treatment chamber
in a controlled way. For this purpose, the laundry washing
machine is equipped with a laundry treatment agents dis-
pensing system comprising one or more laundry treat-
ment agent containers adapted to be loaded with
amounts of laundry treatment agents, and delivery de-
vices for delivering into the laundry treatment chamber
controlled amounts of the laundry treatment agents con-
tained in the laundry treatment agent containers.
[0005] Making reference to a front-loading washing
machine, the laundry treatment agent containers of the
dispensing system are usually implemented as compart-
ments of a drawer, which can be (at least partially) ex-
tracted from a front portion of the washing machine cab-
inet. Typically, the drawer is slidingly housed in a drawer
seat through a guide system providing for guide elements
located on the drawer which slidingly engage guide ele-
ments located on the drawer seat.
[0006] As it is well known to those skilled in the art, the
compartments of the drawer can be configured to be load-
ed by a user with single, individual doses of laundry treat-
ment agents, e.g., with an amount of laundry treatment
agent necessary for a laundry treatment cycle on a single
load of items, or may have a larger capacity sufficient to
store more doses of laundry treatment agents, adapted
to be used for more laundry treatment cycles on a plurality

of loads of items.

Summary of the present invention

[0007] Applicant has observed that currently available
drawers having compartments configured to store multi-
ple doses of laundry treatment agent are generally af-
fected by some drawbacks
[0008] The guide systems for drawers equipped with
compartments adapted to store multiple doses of laundry
treatment agent are in general subjected to greater me-
chanical stresses compared to the ones for drawers
which are only equipped with compartments configured
to be loaded with single doses, because of the higher
weight due to the higher amount of laundry treatment
agent.
[0009] The weight of a drawer having compartments
fully (or at least substantially fully) loaded with multiple
doses of laundry treatment agent may be such to dra-
matically impair the mechanical stability of the drawer
itself when the latter is partially extracted from the drawer
seat. Indeed, if the weight is too high, once partially ex-
tracted from the drawer seat, the drawer may bend itself
downwardly under the action of gravity. This is an incon-
venient situation, because it may cause some amount of
laundry treatment agent to spill out from the compart-
ments and, if the weight is particularly great, the guide
elements could wear down or even break up.
[0010] Moreover, if the drawer happens to be down-
wardly bent because of the weight, it may disadvanta-
geously touch a part of the door of the laundry appliance,
preventing (or at least obstructing) the free opening/clos-
ing movement of such door, and/ or damaging aesthetical
parts of the door.
[0011] Another drawback affecting drawers of this kind
regards the undesired spilling of laundry treatment agent
stored in the compartments which may occur when the
drawer is sliding inside/outside the drawer seat. Indeed,
the accelerations the drawer is subjected to during the
sliding movement may cause the generation of waves
on the free surface of the laundry treatment agent con-
tained in the compartments, especially in the compart-
ments loaded with a plurality of doses of laundry treat-
ment agents. If the stored amount of laundry treatment
agent and/or the acceleration is/are particularly high, the
height of the waves may be so high to cause spilling of
laundry treatment agent outside the drawer.
[0012] In view of the above, it is an object of the present
invention to provide a laundry appliance able to over-
come these, as well as other, drawbacks, and particularly
it is an object of the present invention to provide a laundry
appliance featuring an improved drawer whose guide
system is less subjected to wear, and which at the same
time avoids or at least reduces the occurrence of una-
voidable laundry treatment agent spilling. Another object
of the present invention relates to a laundry appliance
featuring an improved drawer with an enhanced mechan-
ical stability. A further object of the present invention re-
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lates to a laundry appliance featuring an improved drawer
which provides an enhanced user experience (i.e., ca-
pable of preventing that the drawer touches the laundry
appliance door).
[0013] One or more aspects of the present invention
are set out in the independent claims, with advantageous
features of the same invention that are indicated in the
dependent claims, whose wording is enclosed herein ver-
batim by reference (with any advantageous feature being
provided with reference to a specific aspect of the present
that applies mutatis mutandis to any other aspect there-
of).
[0014] An aspect of the present invention relates to a
laundry appliance.
[0015] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the laundry appliance comprises a cabinet ac-
commodating a laundry treatment chamber and a stor-
age drawer comprising at least one compartment adapt-
ed to contain multiple doses of a respective laundry treat-
ment agent for performing multiple washing cycles.
[0016] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the laundry appliance further comprises a draw-
er seat provided in the cabinet for slidingly housing the
storage drawer through a guide system.
[0017] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the guide system is adapted to guide the sliding
of the storage drawer with respect to the drawer seat
along a sliding direction which is slanted with respect to
a resting surface on which the laundry appliance is resting
during operation.
[0018] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the sliding direction is slanted with respect to a
cabinet top.
[0019] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the sliding direction is not perpendicular with re-
spect to the direction of gravity force when the laundry
appliance is in operation.
[0020] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said sliding direction extends downward by mov-
ing from the outside to the inside of the cabinet.
[0021] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said sliding direction has a non-null component
along the gravity force direction.
[0022] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said guide system comprises at least one drawer
seat guide element arranged on the drawer seat, and at
least one storage drawer guide element on the storage
drawer and adapted to slidingly engage with the drawer
seat guide elements for allowing the storage drawer to
move with respect to the drawer seat.
[0023] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said at least one drawer seat guide element and
said at least one storage drawer guide element extend
along said sliding direction.
[0024] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the at least one storage drawer guide element
comprise rail elements located on lateral walls of the stor-
age drawer.

[0025] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said rail elements extend substantially perpen-
dicularly to the resting surface.
[0026] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the storage drawer comprises a storage drawer
rear portion and an opposite storage drawer front portion.
[0027] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the storage drawer is configured to slide with
respect to the drawer seat along the sliding direction be-
tween:

- a retracted position, in which the storage drawer is
retracted inside the drawer seat, and

- an extracted position, in which the storage drawer is
at least partially extracted from the drawer seat and
the storage drawer front portion externally protrudes
from the cabinet front.

[0028] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the storage drawer in the retracted position has
the storage drawer front portion that is substantially flush
with a cabinet front.
[0029] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the sliding direction is slanted with respect to a
resting surface causes the storage drawer front portion
to be raised with respect to the storage drawer rear por-
tion along a vertical direction perpendicular to said resting
surface (e.g., parallel to the gravity force direction when
the laundry appliance is in operation).
[0030] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the cabinet comprises a cabinet front having a
loading opening providing an access to the laundry treat-
ment chamber, and a door for selectively opening/closing
the loading opening.
[0031] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the storage drawer front portion of the storage
drawer in the extracted position is raised with respect to
the door along the vertical direction to an extent such not
to hinder the opening of the door.
[0032] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said sliding direction forms an angle of 0,5° - 5°,
preferably 2°, with respect to the resting surface.
[0033] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said at least one compartment adapted to con-
tain multiple doses of laundry treatment agent comprises
two compartments.
[0034] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the storage drawer further comprises at least
one further compartment adapted to contain a single
dose of a respective laundry treatment agent for perform-
ing a single washing cycle.
[0035] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the storage drawer further comprises:

- a top portion and an opposite bottom portion, the
bottom portion defining a bottom side of said at least
one compartment;

- a drawer cover for covering at least partially said top
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portion of the storage drawer and
- at least one wave breaking wall member configured

to break waves forming in the laundry treatment
agent contained in the at least one compartment
when the storage drawer is moved along the sliding
direction.

[0036] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said at least one wave breaking wall member
downwardly extending from the drawer cover into the at
least one compartment toward the bottom portion.
[0037] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said at least one wave breaking wall member
defines a free area between said wave breaking wall
member and at least one compartment wall around the
periphery of said breaking wall member.
[0038] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the at least one wave breaking wall member oc-
cludes a free area portion of the at least one compartment
along a plane perpendicular to said sliding direction.
[0039] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said occluded area portion corresponds to 20%
- 90%, preferably 40% - 60%, of the area of said at least
one compartment along said plane perpendicular to said
sliding direction.
[0040] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the at least one wave breaking wall member is
integrally formed with the drawer cover.
[0041] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the drawer cover defines at least one access
opening in fluid communication with a corresponding one
of the at least one compartment for allowing laundry treat-
ment agent to be loaded inside said at least one com-
partment from above.
[0042] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the at least one wave breaking wall member
comprises a wave breaking wall member surrounding at
least partially at least one access opening.
[0043] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the at least one wave breaking wall member
comprises a substantially rectangular wave breaking wall
member.
[0044] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said at least one wave breaking wall member
comprises two wave breaking wall members downwardly
extending from the drawer cover into a corresponding
same compartment toward the bottom portion.
[0045] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said two wave breaking wall members are
spaced apart from each other along a direction parallel
to the sliding direction.
[0046] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, said at least one wave breaking wall member
comprises:

- a first wave breaking wall member downwardly ex-
tending from the drawer cover into a corresponding
compartment and surrounding at least partially the

access opening in fluid communication with said cor-
responding compartment, and

- a second wave breaking wall member downwardly
extending from the drawer cover into said corre-
sponding compartment.

Brief description of the drawings

[0047]

Figures 1A and 1B show perspective views of a
laundry appliance according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
Figure 2A and 2B are side views of the laundry ap-
pliance of Figures 1A and 2B;
Figures 3A and 3B are top views of a drawer of the
laundry appliance;
Figures 4 and 5 are cross section views of the draw-
er of Figure 3A and 3B, respectively, according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 6 is a further cross section view of the drawer
of Figure 3B according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 7 is a perspective view of the drawer of the
laundry appliance with a drawer cover detached and
partially displaced from a drawer body according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 8 is a plan view of the bottom side of the
drawer cover according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 9 is a rear view of the drawer cover of Figure
8, and
Figure 10 is a section view of the drawer cover of
Figures 8 and 9.

Detailed description of exemplary and non-limitative em-
bodiments of the present invention

[0048] With reference to the drawings, sharing the
same reference system identified by the three orthogonal
directions x, y and z, Figures 1A and 1B show perspec-
tive views of a laundry appliance 100 according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0049] Figure 2A and 2B are side views (along a plane
parallel to directions x and z) of the laundry appliance
100 illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B, respectively.
[0050] According to the exemplary, not limiting, em-
bodiment herein considered, the laundry appliance 100
is a washing machine. In any case, although in the fol-
lowing description explicit reference will be made to a
washing machine, this should not to be construed as a
limitation; indeed, the present invention applies to other
types of laundry appliances (for example combined laun-
dry washing and drying machines, i.e., washing ma-
chines also having laundry drying functions).
[0051] The laundry appliance 100 comprises a (e.g.,
parallepiped-shaped) cabinet 105, which accommo-
dates a laundry treatment chamber for performing a laun-
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dry treatment cycle on items housed therein (i.e., a wash-
ing cycle on a laundry load in the example herein con-
sidered of a washing machine).
[0052] In operation, the laundry appliance 100 rests on
a resting surface, such as the floor of a room, parallel to
the directions y and z, and uprightly extends from it along
direction x.
[0053] The laundry treatment chamber preferably
comprises a washing tub (not shown) and, within it, a
(e.g., rotatable) washing basket or drum (not shown)
adapted to contain the laundry load to be washed. A cab-
inet front has a loading opening providing an access to
the drum for loading/unloading the laundry load, a door
110 (shown in a closed position in the figures) being pro-
vided for sealably closing the loading opening during the
operation of the laundry appliance 100.
[0054] Although not shown, the laundry appliance 100
also comprises, enclosed in the cabinet 105, electri-
cal/electronic/mechanical/hydraulic components for the
operation of the laundry appliance 100 (such as for ex-
ample motor, electromechanical valves, pumps and im-
pellers of the hydraulic apparatus, one or more heating
elements for heating water/treatment agents/air).
[0055] The laundry appliance 100 further comprises a
storage drawer 115 (hereinafter, simply referred to as
drawer) for containing one or more laundry treatment
agents such as liquid and powder treatment agents in-
cluding, but not limited to, washing detergents, rinsing
detergents, bleaches and softeners. The laundry appli-
ance 100 also comprises a drawer seat 120 (preferably
provided on a top part of a cabinet front) for housing the
drawer 115, the drawer being advantageously adapted
to slide within the drawer seat 120, along a sliding direc-
tion S, between an extracted position (shown in Figures
1A and 2A) and a retracted position (shown in Figure
1B and 2B). Figure 3A is a top view taken along a plane
parallel to directions z and y of the drawer 115 and of the
drawer seat 120 with the drawer in the extracted position
according to an embodiment of the present invention,
and Figure 3B is the same view of the drawer 115 and
drawer seat 120 of Figure 3A but with the drawer 115
that is in the retracted position (i.e., retracted inside the
drawer seat 120).
[0056] Preferably, the laundry appliance 100 further
comprises a user interface 125, the user interface 125
being preferably provided on the top part of the cabinet
front, more preferably next to the drawer seat 120 along
direction y.
[0057] Preferably, although not necessarily, the user
interface 125 comprises a display unit, not shown, for
visually displaying one or more pieces of information; the
display unit may for example be a light emitting polymer
display (LPD), a liquid crystal display, a thin film transis-
tor-liquid crystal display, or an organic light-emitting di-
ode display.
[0058] The user interface 125 preferably comprises
one or more control elements (e.g., selection buttons
and/or knobs) for allowing the user to select a washing

cycle and to control one or more operating parameters
of the selected washing cycle (including, but not limited
to, temperature, laundry load dirt level, spin speed, start
time delay, drawer compartment selection, treatment
agent selection). Additionally, as herein exemplary as-
sumed, or alternatively, the user interface 125 preferably
comprises one or more status indicators for indicating to
the user a status of the laundry appliance 100; the status
indicators may be configured to indicate a status of one
or more components of the laundry appliances 100
and/or a status of the washing cycle (including, but not
limited to, information about a residual time to the end of
the ongoing washing cycle, and/or information about a
current phase of the ongoing washing cycle, and/or se-
lected parameters for the ongoing washing cycle, and/or
selected drawer compartment, and/or selected treatment
agent).
[0059] The drawer 115 advantageously comprises a
drawer handle 305 allowing the user to slidably move the
drawer 115 between the extracted position and the re-
tracted position when it is fitted into the drawer seat 120,
and a drawer body 310 to which the drawer handle 305
is adapted to be mounted (for example, in a removable
or reversible way).
[0060] The drawer body 310 comprises a drawer front
portion 311 and an opposite drawer rear portion 312 that,
along the direction z, is rearward with respect to the draw-
er front portion 311. The drawer front portion 311 of the
drawer body 310 preferably comprises the drawer handle
305 and is preferably arranged to be substantially flush
with the cabinet front when the drawer 115 is in the re-
tracted position, and to externally protrude from the cab-
inet front when the drawer 115 is in the extracted position.
[0061] The drawer body 310 comprises external walls
at least partially defining the external shape of the drawer
115 portion sliding into the drawer seat 120 (and therefore
into the cabinet 105). Said external walls preferably com-
prise a drawer bottom wall 313 (see Figure 2A) opposite,
and preferably parallel, to a top side of the drawer body
310 that preferably comprises access mouth(s) for allow-
ing laundry treatment agent loading inside compart-
ment(s) within the drawer body 310 from above, and two
drawer lateral walls 314 connecting the drawer bottom
wall 313 with the top side of the drawer. The drawer bot-
tom wall 313 defines a bottom side of the compartments
within the drawer body 310. The drawer lateral walls 314
preferably extends along a plane parallel to directions x
and z, i.e., perpendicularly to the drawer bottom wall 313
and perpendicularly to the resting surface, from the draw-
er front portion 311 to the drawer rear portion 312 of the
drawer body 310.
[0062] The drawer 115 preferably comprises two or
more (two, in the example at issue) drawer compartments
320(1), 320(2) each one adapted to contain multiple dos-
es of a respective laundry treatment agent for performing
multiple washing cycles, hereinafter referred to as multi-
dose compartments: therefore, the considered laundry
appliance 100 is configured to implement an auto-dosing
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functionality in which, at each washing cycle (and when
the auto-dosing functionality is enabled), a predeter-
mined amount (dose) of laundry treatment agent is au-
tomatically taken (e.g., by means of a pump, preferably
a peristaltic pump) from one or both of the multi-dose
compartments 320(1), 320(2). Just as an example, the
multi-dose compartment 320(1) may be arranged to con-
tain multiple doses of a liquid washing detergent, where-
as the multi-dose compartment 320(2) may be arranged
to contain a multiple doses of a liquid softener. Preferably,
the drawer 115 also comprises, associated with the multi-
dose compartments 320(1), 320(2), two or more access
openings; more preferably each access opening allows
accessing a respective one of the multi-dose compart-
ments 320(1), 320(2) for laundry treatment agent loading.
[0063] Preferably but not necessarily, the drawer body
310 further comprises one or more (two, in the example
at issue) drawer compartments 315(1), 315(2) each one
adapted to contain a single dose of a respective laundry
treatment agent for performing a single washing cycle,
hereinafter referred to as mono-dose compartments
315(1), 315(2); just as an example, the mono-dose com-
partment 315(1) may be arranged to contain a single
dose of a powder or liquid washing detergent, whereas
the mono-dose compartment 315(2) may be arranged to
contain a single dose of a powder or liquid of pearl sof-
tener.
[0064] Preferably, although not necessarily, the mono-
dose compartments 315(1), 315(2) are formed side by
side along the direction y; more preferably, the mono-
dose compartments 315(1), 315(2) are formed in an area
of the drawer body 310 at the drawer front portion 311
(hereinafter referred to as front area of the drawer body
310). Preferably, herein assumed, each mono-dose
compartment 315(1), 315(2) extends in depth (i.e., along
direction x) from a top of the drawer body 310 that iden-
tifies a respective access mouth for allowing treatment
agent loading from above.
[0065] Preferably, drawer 115 may also comprise one
or more adapter components each one configured to be
inserted into or removed from a respective mono-dose
compartment 315(1), 315(2) for adapting it to, respec-
tively, liquid or powder treatment agents. In the example
at issue, an adapter component comprising a (for exam-
ple, cup-shaped) container 315(1)A is configured to be
reversibly housed into the mono-dose compartment
315(1).
[0066] Preferably, although not necessarily, the multi-
dose compartments 320(1), 320(2) are formed side by
side along the direction y. More preferably, the multi-dose
compartments 320(1), 320(2) are formed in an area of
the drawer body 310 (hereinafter referred to as rear area
of the drawer body 310) that, along the direction z, is
rearward with respect to the front area of the drawer body
310 (i.e., the area of the drawer body 310 where the mo-
no-dose compartments 315(1), 315(2) are provided).
Even more preferably, as visible in the figures, the front
and rear areas of the drawer body 310 are properly dif-

ferent in size, and particularly the rear area of the drawer
body 310 is larger (along direction z) than the front area
of the drawer body 310 (e.g., the rear area of the drawer
body 310 being for example from 2 to 4 times larger than
the front area of the drawer body 310); when, as herein
exemplary considered, same extensions in depth (along
direction x) of the mono-dose 315(1), 315(2) and multi-
dose 320(1), 320(2) compartments are assumed, having
the rear area of the drawer body 310 larger (along direc-
tion z) than the front area of the drawer body 310 trans-
lates into correspondingly different capacities of the mo-
no-dose 315(1), 315(2) and multi-dose 320(1), 320(2)
compartments (with the multi-dose compartments
320(1), 320(2) that are sized to store larger amounts of
treatment agent as compared to the mono-dose com-
partments 315(1), 315(2)).
[0067] Preferably, the drawer 115 also comprises a
(top) drawer cover 325 for covering the top side of the
drawer body 310. More preferably, the drawer cover 325
is configured to cover the rear area of the drawer body
310, thus leaving uncovered the front area of the drawer
body 310, and hence the mono-dose compartments
315(1), 315(2); the mono-dose compartments 315(1),
315(2) can therefore be directly accessed from above
(i.e., through the respective access mouths) for loading
the treatment agents therein. Even more preferably, the
drawer cover 325 comprises the above mentioned ac-
cess openings associated (and in fluid communication)
with the multi-dose compartment 320(1), 320(2) for load-
ing the treatment agent; in the example at issue in which
the drawer body 310 comprises two multi-dose compart-
ments 320(1), 320(2), two access openings 330(1),
320(2) are provided in the drawer cover 325.
[0068] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion not illustrated in the figures, the drawer cover 335
may be configured to cover also the front area of the
drawer body 310; in this case, the drawer cover 325 may
comprise access openings associated with the mono-
dose compartment 315(1), 315(2) for loading the treat-
ment agent; in the example at issue in which the drawer
body 310 comprises two mono-dose compartments
315(1), 315(2), two access openings may be provided in
the drawer cover 325.
[0069] Preferably, although not necessarily, the ac-
cess openings 330(1), 330(2) are formed in the drawer
cover 325 side by side along direction y.
[0070] The drawer 115 preferably comprises an ac-
cess component associated for selectively covering and
uncovering the access openings 330(1), 330(2) thereby
respectively preventing and allowing access to the re-
spective multi-dose compartments 320(1), 320(2) (in the
exemplary considered embodiment, no access compo-
nents are provided for selectively covering and uncover-
ing the access mouths of the mono-dose compartments
315(1), 315(2), however this should not be construed as
a limitation).
[0071] The access component may for example be a
door 345, the door being advantageously coupled or cou-
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pleable to the drawer cover 325 at the respective access
openings 330(1), 330(2). According to the advantageous
embodiment herein considered and illustrated, the door
345 is a single flap door pivotally coupled to the drawer
cover 325 so as to be actuatable by the user between an
open position (shown in of Figure 3A) and a closed po-
sition (shown in Figures 1A and 2A) for jointly uncovering
and covering, respectively, both the access openings
330(1), 330(2). In order to allow the drawer 115 to slide
inside the drawer seat 120 in the retracted position (see
Figures 1B and 3B), the door 345 should be in the closed
position. The concepts of the present invention directly
apply if the access component comprises two separate
doors each one actuatable for uncovering and covering
a respective one of the access openings 330(1), 330(2).
[0072] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, a guide system for the drawer 115 is provided,
which is arranged for causing the sliding direction S of
the drawer 115 within the drawer seat 120 to be slanted
with respect to the resting surface on which the laundry
appliance 100 rests during operation (i.e., slanted with
respect to a cabinet top 198). From a different point of
view, according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the sliding direction has a non-null component along
the gravity force direction when the laundry appliance
100 is in operation.
[0073] The guide system according to embodiments
of the present invention is configured in such a way that
the sliding direction S extends downward by moving from
the outside to the inside of the casing 105.
[0074] In other words, during the movement of the
drawer 115 from the retracted position to the extracted
position, the drawer 115 increases its distance (along
direction x) from the resting surface, while during the
movement of the drawer 115 from the extracted position
to the retracted position, the drawer 115 decreases its
distance (along direction x) from the resting surface.
[0075] In order to illustrate how the guide system for
the drawer 115 is structured according to embodiments
of the present invention, reference will be now made to
Figures 4, 5, and 6. Figure 4 is a cross section view of
the drawer 115 taken along a section plane parallel to
directions x and z and passing through line IV - IV de-
picted in Figure 3A (but with the door 345 that is in the
closed position). Figure 5 is a cross section view of the
drawer 115 taken along a section plane parallel to direc-
tions x and z and passing through line V - V depicted in
Figure 3B, In Figure 4, the drawer 115 is in the extracted
position (i.e., at least partially extracted from the drawer
seat 120), while in Figure 5, the drawer 115 is in the
retracted position (i.e., retracted inside the drawer seat
120). Figure 6 is a cross section view of the drawer (in
the retracted position) taken along a section plane par-
allel to directions x and y and passing through line VI -
VI depicted in Figure 3B.
[0076] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the guide system comprises at least one drawer
seat guide element 410 arranged on the drawer seat 120

and at least one drawer guide element 420 arranged on
the drawer 115.
[0077] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, each one of said at least one drawer guide ele-
ment 420 is configured to slidingly engage a correspond-
ing one of said at least one drawer seat guide element
410 for allowing the drawer 115 to move by sliding with
respect to the drawer seat 120.
[0078] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the guide system is arranged in such a way that
the at least one drawer seat guide element 410 extend
along the sliding direction S (which is slanted with respect
to the resting surface). According to an embodiment of
the present invention, the at least one drawer seat guide
element 410 comprises two drawer seat guide elements
410 (e.g., rail members) extending along the sliding di-
rection S on the internal side of lateral walls of the drawer
seat 120 (i.e. walls of the drawer seat 120 parallel to
directions x and z). It has to be appreciated that by "in-
ternal side" of a lateral wall of the drawer seat 120 it is
intended the side of such lateral wall that faces the drawer
115 when the latter is housed in the drawer seat 120.
[0079] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the at least one drawer guide element 420 com-
prises two drawer guide elements 420 (e.g., rail mem-
bers) each one located on the external side of one of the
two drawer lateral walls 314. It has to be appreciated that
by "external side" of a drawer lateral wall 314 it is intended
the side of such lateral wall which is pointed towards the
outside of the drawer body 310 (i.e., toward the internal
side of lateral walls of the drawer seat 120 when said
drawer 115 is in the retracted position).
[0080] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, each drawer guide element 420 located on a
drawer lateral wall 314 is arranged to slidingly engage
the drawer seat guide element 410 which is located on
the lateral wall of the drawer seat 120 facing said drawer
lateral wall 314.
[0081] In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in
the figures, each drawer seat guide element 410 provides
a continuous sliding surface - for slidingly engaging a
corresponding drawer guide element 420 - which extends
along the sliding direction S on a lateral wall of the drawer
seat 120 without exhibiting any interruption. Instead, in
the embodiment of the invention illustrated in the figures,
each drawer guide element 420 is discontinuous, and
comprises two separated guide sub-elements which are
spaced apart to each other by a gap, identified in figures
with reference 430, located at the door 345 coupled to
the drawer cover 325, in order to provide a grip space
for facilitating the opening/closing operations of the door
345 by a user. In any case, the concepts of the present
invention apply also in case the drawer guide elements
420 comprise a different number of guide sub-elements,
or in case the drawer guide elements 420 are continuous
guide elements, and/or in case the drawer seat guide
elements 410 are discontinuous guide elements (com-
prising two or more separated guide sub-elements).
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[0082] Since the drawer seat guide element 410 ex-
tends along the sliding direction S, when the drawer 115
is inserted into the drawer seat 120, with the drawer guide
elements 420 that engages the drawer seat guide ele-
ments 410, the drawer 115 is restricted to move (slide)
itself with respect to the drawer seat 120 along the sliding
direction S, too.
[0083] Even if reference has been explicitly made only
to the case in which the at least one drawer seat guide
element 410 comprises two drawer seat guide elements
410 on lateral walls of the drawer seat 120, and the at
least one drawer guide element 420 comprises two draw-
er guide elements 420 located on the drawer lateral walls
314, similar considerations apply if a different number of
guide elements are provided, such as for example in case
two drawer seat guide elements 410 are provided for
each lateral wall of the drawer seat 120, and two drawer
guide elements 420 are provided for each drawer lateral
wall 314, and/or in case at least one drawer guide ele-
ment 420 is provided on the external side of the drawer
bottom wall 313 and adapted to slidingly engage at least
one drawer seat guide element provided on a bottom wall
of the drawer seat 120.
[0084] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the sliding direction S may form an angle α of
0,5° to 5°, preferably 2°, with respect to the resting sur-
face.
[0085] Thanks to the slanted sliding direction S im-
posed by the guide system according to the embodi-
ments of the present invention, the drawer body 310 has
the drawer front portion 311 that is raised with respect to
the drawer rear portion 312 along a direction perpendic-
ular to the resting surface (i.e., along x direction).
[0086] This feature is particularly advantageous since
it strongly improves the mechanical stability of the drawer
115 when the latter is in the extracted position even if the
drawer 115 is particularly heavy (i.e., when the multi-dose
compartments 320(1), 320(2) contain a large amount of
laundry treatment agent). Having an improved mechan-
ical stability, the guide system according to the embodi-
ments of the present invention is advantageously less
subjected to wear and is capable of avoiding (or at least
reducing) downward bending of the drawer 115 when the
latter is in the extracted position. This advantageously
reduces in turn the occurrences of undesired laundry
treatment agent spilling.
[0087] Moreover, having the drawer front portion 311
that is raised with respect to the drawer rear portion 312
along x direction, the portion of the drawer 115 which
protrudes from the cabinet front of the drawer 115 in the
extracted position is advantageously raised (along direc-
tion x) with respect to the door 100 (see Figure 2A). In
this way, the possibility that the extracted drawer 115
disadvantageously touches a part of the door 110 is
avoided, allowing a free opening/closing movement of
the door 110 when the drawer 115 is in the extracted
position.
[0088] According to an embodiment of the present in-

vention, a wave breaking system is provided, which is
configured to break waves which can be formed at the
free surface of the laundry treatment agent contained in
at least one of the multi-dose compartments 320(1),
320(2) when the storage drawer 115 is moved along the
sliding direction S between the extracted and retracted
positions because of the accelerations the drawer 115 is
subjected to during such movements.
[0089] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, such wave breaking system comprises at least
one wave breaking wall member associated with the
drawer cover 325 and downwardly extending from the
drawer cover 325 into a respective multi-dose compart-
ments 320(1), 320(2) toward the drawer bottom wall 313.
[0090] In order to illustrate how the wave breaking sys-
tem for the drawer 115 is structured according to embod-
iments of the present invention, reference will be now
made to Figures 7 - 10.
[0091] Figure 7 is a perspective view of the drawer
115 (entirely removed from the drawer seat 120) with the
drawer cover 325 detached and partially displaced from
the drawer body 310. Figure 8 is a plan view of the bottom
side of the drawer cover 325 (i.e., the side thereof facing
toward the drawer body 310) taken from a plan parallel
to directions y and z. Figure 9 is a rear view of the drawer
cover 325 taken from a plan parallel to directions x and
y, and Figure 10 is a section view of the drawer cover
325 taken along a section plane parallel to directions x
and z and passing through line X-X of Figure 9.
[0092] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention, the wave breaking system comprises two wave
breaking wall members 710(1), 710(2), each one com-
prising a wall which downwardly protrudes from the inner
side of the drawer cover 325 and surrounds from below
a respective one between the two access openings
330(1), 330(2) provided on the drawer cover 325. In the
considered example, where the access openings 330(1),
330(2) are substantially rectangle-shaped, each break-
ing wall member 710(1), 710(2) has the shape of a rec-
tangular tube. However, similar considerations apply in
case the breaking wall members 710(1), 710(2) have dif-
ferent shapes. For example, according to an alternative
embodiment of the invention not illustrated in the figures,
each breaking wall member 710(1), 710(2) may only par-
tially encircle the two access openings 330(1), 330(2).
[0093] According to an embodiment of the invention,
in addition to, or in place of the wave breaking wall mem-
bers 710(1), 710(2), the wave breaking system compris-
es two wave breaking wall members 720(1), 720(2) each
one comprising a wall substantially extending along di-
rection y and which downwardly protrudes from a portion
of the inner side of the drawer cover 325 which is rearward
with respect to the access openings 330(1), 330(2).
[0094] In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in
the figures, the wave breaking system comprises the two
wave breaking wall members 710(1), 710(2) and at the
same time the two wave breaking wall members 720(1),
720(2).
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[0095] Naturally, similar considerations apply if the
wave breaking system comprises a different number of
wave breaking wall members.
[0096] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, each one of the wave breaking wall members
710(1), 710(2), 720(1), 720(2) exhibits at least one break-
ing surface which is arranged to oppose itself against the
propagation direction of waves which could be formed at
the surface of the laundry treatment agent contained in
the multi-dose compartments 320(1), 320(2) when the
storage drawer 115 is moved between the extracted po-
sition and the retracted position. For example, according
to an embodiment of the invention, such breaking surface
may extend substantially perpendicularly to the sliding
direction S or may extend substantially perpendicular to
direction z.
[0097] Making reference to the example illustrated in
the figures, wherein each one of the wave breaking wall
members 710(1), 710(2) has the shape of a rectangular
tube, the breaking surfaces of the wave breaking wall
members 710(1), 710(2) are the faces of the wave break-
ing wall members 710(1), 710(2) that extend substantially
parallel to the direction y. Moreover, in the considered
example, wherein each one of the wave breaking wall
members 720(1), 720(2) is a wall that extends along di-
rection y, the breaking surfaces thereof substantially cor-
respond to the breaking wall members 720(1), 720(2)
themselves. Naturally, similar considerations apply if the
wave breaking wall members 710(1), 710(2), 720(1),
720(2) have different shapes, provided that each one
comprises at least one breaking surface capable of op-
pose itself against the propagation direction of waves
which could be formed at the surface of the laundry treat-
ment agent contained in the multi-dose compartments
320(1), 320(2) when the storage drawer 115 is moved.
[0098] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, each one of the wave breaking wall members
710(1), 720(1) defines a free area between said wave
breaking wall member 710(1), 720(1) and one of the walls
of the multi-dose compartment 320(1) around the periph-
ery of the wave breaking wall member 710(1), 720(1). In
this way, a gap is left for allowing the laundry treatment
agent contained in the multi-dose compartment 320(1)
to flow past and around the wave breaking wall members
710(1), 720(1). In the considered example, both the wave
breaking wall member 710(1) and the wave breaking wall
member 720(1) have such a length that they do not reach
the drawer bottom wall 313 and/or such a width that they
do not reach the lateral walls of the multi-dose compart-
ment 320(1).
[0099] In the same way, each one of the wave breaking
wall members 710(2), 720(2) defines a free area between
said wave breaking wall member 710(2), 720(2) and one
of the walls of the multi-dose compartment 320(2) around
the periphery of the wave breaking wall member 710(2),
720(2). In this way, a gap is left for allowing the laundry
treatment agent contained in the multi-dose compart-
ment 320(2) to flow past and around the wave breaking

wall members 710(2), 720(2). In the considered example,
both the wave breaking wall member 710(2) and the wave
breaking wall member 720(2) have such a length that
they do not reach the drawer bottom wall 313 and/or such
a width that they do not reach the lateral walls of the multi-
dose compartment 320(2).
[0100] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, each one of the wave breaking wall members
710(1), 710(2), 720(1), 720(2) is arranged to occlude with
the breaking surfaces thereof a free area portion of the
corresponding multi-dose compartment 320(1), 320(2)
along a plane perpendicular to the sliding direction S.
According to an embodiment of the present invention,
such area portion of the corresponding multi-dose com-
partments 320(1), 320(2) occluded by the wave breaking
wall members 710(1), 710(2), 720(1), 720(2) may corre-
spond to 20% - 90%, preferably 40% - 60%, of the total
area of the compartments along said plane perpendicular
to the sliding direction S.
[0101] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the wave breaking wall members 710(1), 710(2),
720(1), 720(2) are integrally formed with the drawer cover
325, for example by using a same mold for manufacturing
the former together with the latter.
[0102] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, some of, or all the wave breaking wall
members 710(1), 710(2), 720(1), 720(2) are instead cou-
pled, connected or fastened to the drawer cover 325 by
means of proper connection means, such as snap-fit en-
gagements, pins, screws, and so on.
[0103] Thanks to the provision of the wave breaking
system according to the embodiments of the invention
previously described, the spilling of laundry treatment
agent caused by the movement of the drawer 115 be-
tween the extracted and retracted positions is advanta-
geously strongly reduced.
[0104] The present invention has been here described
in detail making reference to some possible embodi-
ments thereof. Other embodiments are possible and at
the reach of the person skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A laundry appliance (100), comprising a cabinet
(105) accommodating a laundry treatment chamber
and a storage drawer (115) comprising at least one
compartment (320(1), 320(2)) adapted to contain
multiple doses of a respective laundry treatment
agent for performing multiple washing cycles, the
laundry appliance further comprising a drawer seat
(120) provided in the cabinet for slidingly housing
the storage drawer through a guide system (410,
420), the guide system being adapted to guide the
sliding of the storage drawer with respect to the draw-
er seat along a sliding direction (S) which is slanted
with respect to a resting surface on which the laundry
appliance is resting during operation.
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2. The laundry appliance (100) of claim 1, wherein said
sliding direction (S) extends downward by moving
from the outside to the inside of the cabinet (105).

3. The laundry appliance (100) of claim 1 or 2, wherein
said guide system (410, 420) comprises:

- at least one drawer seat guide element (410)
arranged on the drawer seat (120), and
- at least one storage drawer guide element
(420) on the storage drawer (115) and adapted
to slidingly engage with the drawer seat guide
elements for allowing the storage drawer to
move with respect to the drawer seat, wherein:

said at least one drawer seat guide element
and said at least one storage drawer guide
element extend along said sliding direction
(S).

4. The laundry appliance (100) of claim 3, wherein the
at least one storage drawer guide element (420)
comprise rail elements located on lateral walls (314)
of the storage drawer, said rail elements extending
substantially perpendicularly to the resting surface.

5. The laundry appliance (100) of any one among the
preceding claims, wherein the storage drawer (115)
comprises a storage drawer rear portion (312) and
an opposite storage drawer front portion (311), the
storage drawer being configured to slide with respect
to the drawer seat (120) along the sliding direction
(S) between:

- a retracted position, in which the storage draw-
er is retracted inside the drawer seat, and
- an extracted position, in which the storage
drawer is at least partially extracted from the
drawer seat and the storage drawer front portion
externally protrudes from the cabinet front,
wherein:
- the sliding direction which is slanted with re-
spect to a resting surface causes the storage
drawer front portion to be raised with respect to
the storage drawer rear portion along a vertical
direction (x) perpendicular to said resting sur-
face.

6. The laundry appliance (100) of claim 5, wherein:

- the cabinet (105) comprises a cabinet front
having a loading opening providing an access
to the laundry treatment chamber, and a door
(110) for selectively opening/closing the loading
opening, and
- the storage drawer front portion (311) of the
storage drawer (115) in the extracted position is
raised with respect to the door along the vertical

direction (x) to an extent such not to hinder the
opening of the door.

7. The laundry appliance (100) of any one among the
preceding claims, wherein said sliding direction (S)
forms an angle (α) of 0,5° - 5°, preferably 2°, with
respect to the resting surface.

8. The laundry appliance (100) of any one among the
preceding claims, wherein said at least one compart-
ment (320(1), 320(2)) adapted to contain multiple
doses of laundry treatment agent comprises two
compartments.

9. The laundry appliance (100) of any one among the
preceding claims, wherein the storage drawer (115)
further comprises:

- a top portion and an opposite bottom portion
(313), the bottom portion defining a bottom side
of said at least one compartment (320(1),
320(2));
- a drawer cover (325) for covering at least par-
tially said top portion of the storage drawer and
- at least one wave breaking wall member
(710(1), 710(2), 720(1), 720(2)) configured to
break waves forming in the laundry treatment
agent contained in the at least one compartment
when the storage drawer is moved along the
sliding direction (S), said at least one wave
breaking wall member downwardly extending
from the drawer cover into the at least one com-
partment toward the bottom portion, said at least
one wave breaking wall member defining a free
area between said wave breaking wall member
and at least one compartment wall around the
periphery of said breaking wall member.

10. The laundry appliance (100) of claim 9, wherein the
at least one wave breaking wall member (710(1),
710(2), 720(1), 720(2)) occludes a free area portion
of the at least one compartment (320(1), 320(2))
along a plane perpendicular to said sliding direction,
said occluded area portion corresponding to 20% -
90%, preferably 40% - 60%, of the area of said at
least one compartment along said plane perpendic-
ular to said sliding direction.

11. The laundry appliance of claims 9 - 10, wherein the
drawer cover defines at least one access opening
(330(1), 330(2)) in fluid communication with a corre-
sponding one of the at least one compartment for
allowing laundry treatment agent to be loaded inside
said at least one compartment from above.

12. The laundry appliance (100) of claim 11, wherein the
at least one wave breaking wall member (710(1),
710(2), 720(1), 720(2)) comprises a wave breaking
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wall member (710(1), 710(2)) surrounding at least
partially at least one access opening.

13. The laundry appliance (100) of any one among
claims 9 - 12, wherein said at least one wave break-
ing wall member comprises two wave breaking wall
members ((710(1), 710(2); 720(1), 720(2)) down-
wardly extending from the drawer cover into a cor-
responding same compartment toward the bottom
portion.

14. The laundry appliance (100) of claim 13, wherein
said two wave breaking wall members ((710(1),
710(2); 720(1), 720(2)) are spaced apart from each
other along a direction parallel to the sliding direction
(S).

15. The laundry appliance (100) of claims 11 - 12, where-
in said at least one wave breaking wall member com-
prises:

- a first wave breaking wall member (710(1),
710(2)) downwardly extending from the drawer
cover into a corresponding compartment and
surrounding at least partially the access opening
in fluid communication with said corresponding
compartment, and
- a second wave breaking wall member (710(1),
710(2)) downwardly extending from the drawer
cover into said corresponding compartment.
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